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Average Annualized Total Returns
as of March 31, 2018

Total Return

PERFORMANCE
Inception Date

Qtr.

YTD

1 Year

3 Year

5 Year

10 Year

Since
Inception

1/03/05
Intrepid Capital Fund - Inv.
-3.54% -3.54% 1.69% 3.46% 5.02% 7.27% 6.51%
4/30/10
Intrepid Capital Fund - Inst.
-3.47% -3.47% 1.98% 3.74% 5.28%
- 6.53%
S&P 500 Index
-0.76% -0.76% 13.99% 10.78% 13.31% 9.49% 8.37% ^
ICE BofAML US High Yield Index
-0.91% -0.91% 3.69% 5.18% 5.01% 8.12% 7.10% ^
Russell 2000 Index
-0.08% -0.08% 11.79% 8.39% 11.47% 9.84% 8.25% ^
^Since Inception returns are as of the fund’s Investor Class inception date. Since the inception date of the Institutional
Class, the annualized return of the S&P 500 Index is 12.99%, ICE BofAML US High Yield Index is 6.96% and Russell
2000 Index is 11.56%.

Performance data quoted represents past performance and does not guarantee future results.

Investment returns and principal value will fluctuate, and when sold, may be worth more or less than their original cost.
Performance current to the most recent month-end may be lower or higher than the performance quoted and can
be obtained by calling 866-996-FUND. The Fund imposes a 2% redemption fee on shares held for 30 days or less.
Performance data does not reflect the redemption fee. If it had, returns would be reduced.
Per the Prospectus dated January 31, 2018, the annual operating expense (gross) for the Intrepid Capital Fund-Investor
Share Class is 1.45% and for the Intrepid Capital Fund-Institutional Share Class is 1.20%. The Fund’s Advisor has
contractually agreed to waive a portion of its fees and/or reimburse expenses until January 31, 2019 such that the total
operating expense for the Capital Fund-Investor Share Class is 1.15% and for the Capital Fund-Institutional Share Class is
1.15%. The Capital Fund-Investor Share Class may have Net Expense higher than these expense caps as a result of any
sales, distribution and other fees incurred under a plan adopted pursuant to Rule 12b-1 under the Investment Company
Act of 1940, as amended (the “Investment Company Act”), acquired fund fees and expenses or other expenses (such
as taxes, interest, brokerage commissions and extraordinary items) that are excluded from the calculation. As a result of
the calculations, the Net Expense for the Capital Fund-Investor Share Class is 1.41%. The Net Expense for the Capital
Fund-Institutional Share Class is 1.16%. The Net Expense Ratio represents the percentage paid by investors. Otherwise,
performance shown would have been lower.

April 2, 2018

“Houston, we’ve had a problem.”
— James Lovell – Apollo 13 Astronaut
Dear Friends and Clients,
Do you ever feel like the demands and distractions of everyday life keep you from stepping back and focusing on the big
picture? You’re not alone. The constant fire hose of news and the flashing of red and green ticker symbols often leave
me wondering if I should be tested for Attention Deficit Disorder at my next physical. There are times where I feel as
if I have taken a paper clip from my desk drawer and inserted it into the closest electrical socket.
Writing these letters always provides a healthy pause button from the portion of my days that I spend within 24 inches
of a Bloomberg screen. The end of each quarter is an opportunity to move from my desk, with its flashing monitors,
to the couch in my office, sweep all the mental clutter into the closet for an hour, and reflect on where we have been
and where we might go.
The last two months have marked a meaningful (and hopefully lasting) shift in investors’ attitudes toward risk. January
of 2018 started out like most of the prior year, with asset prices steadily setting new highs while volatility was near
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record lows. The S&P 500 extended its record run of 15 straight months
of gains, ending the month an impressive 5.7% higher. Investors, for their
part, saw no reason to break from the old “What, me worry?” attitude of
Mad Magazine’s Alfred E. Neuman.
We lagged in January as our peers and their clients appeared to be getting
free handouts from generous Mr. Market. This pain was compounded when I
was out seeing clients and had a polite 80-something year old woman tell me
Intrepid was just too conservative for her. Looking back on that conversation,
I have to wonder whether it was the proverbial bell ringing at the top.

Top Ten Holdings
Berkshire Hathaway, Inc. - Class B
Leucadia National Corp.
Amdocs Ltd.
Biglari Holdings, Inc.
The Cheesecake Factory, Inc.
Net 1 UEPS Technologies, Inc.
Syntel, Inc.
Oaktree Capital Group LLC
Baldwin & Lyons, Inc. - Class B
The Western Union Co.

MARCH 31, 2018

(% OF NET ASSETS)

4.9%
3.3%
3.2%
3.1%
3.0%
3.0%
2.8%
2.6%
2.6%
2.5%

ten holdings are as of March 31, 2018. Fund holdings
Hardly a week later, with the 10-year Treasury yield jumping above 2.8% Top
are subject to change and are not recommendations to buy
for the first time in four years along with rising inflation expectations, the or sell any security.
CBOE Volatility Index (the “VIX”), nicknamed the “Fear Index,” almost
tripled in the span of two trading days, taking billions of dollars to “investment heaven” in the process.

How did this happen? The answer, unsurprisingly, boils down to good old-fashioned Wall Street greed. The VIX
started out simply as a method of tracking the underlying implied volatility of options on S&P 500 companies. Over
time it gained quite a following from traders and investors who wanted an easy, real-time proxy for market sentiment.
But why should Wall Street be content just to track something when they could be selling it? Thus, over the last 5-10
years there has been an explosion of strategies and products linked to volatility, usually using a combination of futures,
options, and other derivatives with the VIX as their underlying benchmark.
Investors, starved for yield from traditional sources for nearly a decade, piled into these newly packaged strategies under the
faulty assumption that this was easy money. One of the most popular flavors was exchange-traded notes (ETNs) – basically
IOUs from major banks that could be bought and sold on the open market – designed to roughly track the inverse of VIX.
These “short-vol” products were predicated on the belief that conditions of low volatility would last indefinitely.
Sitting in front of me is a promotional email for a family of leveraged short and long volatility ETNs (as if 1x exposure
wasn’t risky enough) that includes three full pages of legal fine print indicating that the products are only for
sophisticated investors. The lawyers go on to (1) warn would-be buyers not to treat the strategies as buy and hold
investments, (2) recommend that they monitor their positions multiple times a day, and (3) note that the well-known
major bank backing the notes could redeem them at any time, potentially at a large loss to the holder.
I hope you’ll agree with me that these don’t exactly sound like the hallmarks of a sound investment. But as we’ve learned
in past bubbles and market cycles, no amount of fine print risk disclaimers will keep people from chasing performance,
and short volatility was the hot trade of 2017 (with the exception of Bitcoin). One popular inverse VIX product with the
fitting ticker XIV (VelocityShares Daily Inverse VIX ST ETN) returned 188% for its holders over the course of the year,
drawing in millions of dollars from new buyers wanting a seat on the gravy train. Who would have thought that not
just retail investors, but endowments, pensions, universities and professionals on Wall Street would be selling what they
should have been buying (the possibility of higher volatility), in many cases with a scoop of leverage on top?
It was fun while it lasted. When the VIX spiked in early February, XIV and a handful of similar products that had
been trading near all-time highs literally became worthless overnight and were liquidated. In my third quarter 2017
letter, I lamented this kind of behavior when I commented that “irrational decision making is rewarded [and] buyers of
arcane complex strategies seem to reap all the profits.” Leveraged trading in the VIX sure seems to qualify. The moral
of the story? Risk matters most when it is least visible. R.I.P. short vol.
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We didn’t participate in any of the shenanigans above. However, we also didn’t sail through these financial rapids to
positive results, as much as I’d like to say we did. For the first six months of its fiscal year, which began September 30,
2017, the Intrepid Capital Fund (“the Fund”) decreased 0.14%, compared to returns of 5.84% for the S&P 500 Index
and -0.51% for the ICE BofAML High Yield Index. For the quarter ending March 31, 2018, the Fund decreased 3.54%
compared to losses of 0.76% and 0.91%, respectively, in the S&P 500 Index and ICE BofAML High Yield Index.
To be clear, these short-term results are disappointing to us as a firm and to me as the lead portfolio manager of the
Fund. The silver lining, though, is that our underperformance in the most recent periods was not driven by excessive
risk-taking or exposure to the broader market downturns in February or March. Most of the Fund’s decline in the
first quarter was due to company-specific issues at a handful of businesses in which we own a stake. We believe these
companies have long-term merit and trade for less than our conservative estimates of business value, but that is no
guarantee against short-term price fluctuations. Normally, I like to lead off with recent successes, but in this instance,
I think it would be more helpful to shareholders to understand the drivers of shorter-term negative performance.
Four of the largest detractors in the Fund were the same for the six-month period and the most recent quarter ending
March 31, 2018. These included Corus Entertainment (ticker: CJR/B CN), Retail Food Group (ticker: RFG AU),
Patterson-UTI Energy (ticker: PTEN), and Net 1 UEPS Technologies (ticker: UEPS). Corus and RFG together were
responsible for more than 60% of the Fund’s decline since January and deserve further explanation.
Our thinking about Corus has been thoroughly documented by Jayme Wiggins in current and past Endurance Fund
commentaries, which are well worth a read. The Canadian media company’s results in January, which included further
declines in TV advertising and subscriber revenue, further eroded our confidence that the company will be able to
adapt to the move away from traditional bundled cable in Canada. We reduced our exposure on the news and exited
our position by the end of March.
Retail Food Group is an Australian franchisor of bakery, coffee, and quick service pizza restaurants and first entered
the Fund in December. The company’s stock has been pummeled by a series of negative media reports alleging
mistreatment of franchisees by the parent company. We believe the allegations are overblown and distort the facts, but
the company’s image has suffered as management has done little to set the record straight.
The stock had already experienced more than a 60% decline over a two-week period when we established our position,
but catching this falling knife has been more hazardous than we expected, as the shares declined further in the first
quarter on renewed media attacks and disappointing earnings. We still believe the underlying business is sound and
mispriced, but we are conducting additional due diligence to increase our confidence level in the thesis.
The Fund’s four largest contributors for the six-month period were Syntel (ticker: SYNT), HNZ Group (ticker:
HNZ/A CN), Teradata (ticker: TDC), and Royal Mail PLC (ticker: RMG LN). Syntel and Royal Mail were also
leading three-month contributors, along with the 5.75% convertible bonds of Primero Mining. HNZ is noteworthy,
as it was acquired in January at a healthy premium to its previous trading range. The Primero converts, which we had
purchased at distressed prices, are now trading near their face value after the company received a buyout offer from First
Majestic Silver (ticker: AG), and we expect them to be retired at par value.
Please keep in mind that when buying companies that are out of favor, as we regularly do at Intrepid, securities that
are a drag on performance in one measurement period are often contributors in subsequent periods as the market
recognizes their underlying value. Such was the case a few years ago, when our handful of energy-related holdings
weighed heavily on performance in late 2015 but rebounded and drove significant gains in 2016.
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We have experienced this quirk, which stems in part from the industry norm of treating calendar months, quarters
and years as self-contained measurement periods, many times over the last 23 years. Please try to have patience, as we
believe our and your perseverance should be rewarded in the long run. I am more convinced than ever that discipline,
patience, and common sense are both exceedingly rare qualities in this industry and the keys to success in it.
I would also remind you once again that I eat my own cooking. As co-investors with you in the Fund(s), my family and the
Intrepid family share your hopes and fears, your satisfactions and frustrations as we travel this long road as investors together.
Thank you for entrusting us with your hard-earned capital; it is not a position we take lightly. If there is anything we
can do to serve you better, please don’t hesitate to call.
Best regards,

Mark F. Travis
President
Intrepid Capital Fund Portfolio Manager
All investments involve risk. Principal loss is possible. The Fund is subject to special risks including volatility
due to investments in smaller companies, which involve additional risks such as limited liquidity and greater
volatility. Investments in debt securities typically decrease in value when interest rates rise. This risk is usually
greater for longer-term debt securities. Investments by the Fund in lower-rated and non-rated securities
present a greater risk of loss to principal and interest than higher-rated securities. The Fund may invest in
foreign securities which involve greater volatility and political, economic and currency risks and differences in
accounting methods. The risks of owning ETFs generally reflect the risks of owning the underlying securities
they are designed to track. ETFs also have management fees that increase their costs versus the costs of owning
the underlying securities directly.
Mutual funds, ETNs, hedge funds, equities, bonds, and other asset classes have different risk profiles, which should be considered when investing.
The S&P 500 Index is a broad-based, unmanaged index of 500 stocks, which is widely recognized as representative of the equity market in general. The ICE BofAML US High
Yield Index tracks the performance of US dollar denominated below investment grade corporate debt publicly issued in the US domestic market. Qualifying securities must have
a below investment grade rating (based on an average of Moody’s, S&P and Fitch), at least 18 months to final maturity at the time of issuance, at least one year remaining term to
final maturity as of the rebalancing date, a fixed coupon schedule and a minimum amount outstanding of $250 million. The Russell 2000 Index consists of the smallest 2,000
companies in a group of 3,000 U.S. companies in the Russell 3000 Index, as ranked by market capitalization. You cannot invest directly in an index.
VIX is a trademarked ticker symbol for the CBOE (Chicago Board Options Exchange) Volatility Index which is a popular measure of the implied volatility of S&P 500 index
options. The VIX represents one measure of the market’s expectation of stock market volatility over the next 30-day period. The VelocityShares Daily Inverse VIX Short-Term
ETN (XIV) is a security issued by Credit Suisse that was supposed to give the opposite return of the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX). XIV was liquidated in February 2018; there
is no longer a prospectus to reference. Yield is the income return on an investment. It refers to the interest or dividends received from a security and is usually expressed annually
as a percentage based on the investment’s cost, its current market value or its face value.
Opinions expressed are subject to change, are not guaranteed and should not be considered investment advice or recommendations to buy or sell any security.
The Intrepid Capital Funds are distributed by Quasar Distributors, LLC. Quasar Distributors is not affiliated with VelocityShares.

